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Abstract-Traffic congestion causes drivers' frustration and
costs billions of dollars annually in lost time and fuel consump
tion. In order to overcome such issues, this paper presents a
mechanism for Intelligent Transport Systems named FOX (Fast
Offset XPath), which aims to detect and manage traffic congestion
in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks. FOX is implemented in a FOG
computing environment, taking advantage of the aspects inherent
to this platform, such as scalability, low latency, the importance
of geographical location and network conditions. The focus is to
reduce the time to process, reroute and notify vehicles. Simulation
results show that the proposed mechanism can reduce the average
trip time, CO2 emissions and fuel consumption. In particular,
the average trip time was decreased approximately in 32%, the
average fuel consumption in 14% and the stop time in 59%.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Traffic congestion is a recurrent problem in major urban

centers and directly affects the economy. In addition, it also

impacts the productivity of the society as a whole since

congestion increases the time that people need to move from one

Thus, after detecting an area or road congested, a re-routing

mechanism is applied to the vehicles to prevent them from

entering the affected area, resulting in a more efficient traffic.

One major challenge in the design of ITSs is the huge volume

of data generated by both sensors embedded in vehicles and

those deployed in a city that need to be delivered to different

stakeholders. The response time is also another problem because

VANETS are very dynamic [8] and system outputs must reach
intended recipients while the information is still useful.

In this context, this paper presents a route management

mechanism for ITS, named Fast Offset Xpath - FOX. FOX

uses the FOG computing paradigm [9] to detect and minimize
congestions in real time. For that, RSUs are distributed across

the city to ensure the total coverage of the region, as expected

in smart cities. Each RSU belongs to a FOG. The idea of

the FOG paradigm is to move its resources (processing and
storage) to the edge of network, making the resources available
as close as possible to the end-users, which brings benefits in

the design of an ITS, such as [10]: predominant wireless access

point to another. It also negatively interferes in the enviromnent,

- modem ITS systems heavily rely on wireless cOlmnunications;

in [1] shows that the monetary cost due to congestion in the

as data for re-route systems; wide geographical distribution -

80 billion. Around the world, equivalent cities have similar

of the data gathered is restricted to the location of the sensors

as a result of the increase in CO emissions. The study conducted
city of Sao P aulo in the year

numbers. Of this total,

2012 was in the order of US$

85% is associated with time wasted in

traffic, 13% is related to the increase in fuel consumption and
2% corresponds to the increase in CO emissions.

The Intelligent Transport System (ITS) attempts to pre

vent congestion and to improve the efficiency of transport

systems. ITSs use advances in technology in the areas of

processing, sensing and communication in order to monitor

the traffic conditions in a particular region, to manage and

to reduce congestion. In addition, they can be employed to

provide information and entertainment services to drivers and

low latency - some ITS data have strict time constrains, such

ITS has sensors geographically distributed, however the scope

that generated such data; mobility - an ITS is used to optimize

the mobility of vehicles in the city, however the ITS may also

leverage mobility to perform data delivery activities to different

stakeholders; scalability - an ITS needs to be scalable due to the

great number of sensors and vehicles; extensibility - if the city
grows, the ITS also needs to grow up in order to accommodate

the expansion of the area; and real-time interaction - re-routing
systems have real-time requirements.

FOX uses FOG characteristics in order to reduce the harmful

effects associated to congestion, such as long travel times, as

passengers, so that their journey is a more pleasant process [2],

well as to reduce the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. As

Vehicular Networks (VANETS). In these networks, vehicles are

associated to one RSU, each FOG is responsible for the control

interfaces. The vehicles communicate with each other and with

the area covered by its RSU. This decreases the network load,

[3], [4], [5]. An important component in the design of ITSs are

equipped with processors, sensors and wireless communication

the elements belonging to the network infrastructure (RSU Road Side Unit) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V 2I), creating a

VANET.

Some research in the literature have proposed many archi

tectures to design ITSs, ranging from centralized solutions [6]
to distributed solutions [7]. In general, these solutions use both
information provided by vehicles and the characteristics of the

road infrastructure in order to detect and to control congestion.
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every FOG in the proposed route management mechanism is
of the congestion, independently and autonomously, only in

the computation and response time.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Section II presents an overview of the literature approaches

to minimize congestion in urban centers. Section III presents
the FOX re-routing mechanism and its components. Section IV

presents the performance evaluation of our proposal, along

with the methodology used and the results. Finally, section V
discusses the conclusions and future work.
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II.

RELATED WORK

This work presents FOX, a real time mechanism to optimize

the flow and the movement of vehicles in urban centers. FOX

aims to minimize the congestion of vehicles and, consequently,

to reduce travel time, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

The problem of vehicle congestion has been explored in the
literature for years, and some solutions have been proposed to

optimize the flow of vehicles in cities [11], [12], [6], [7]. Among

these, the solutions [6] and [7] are similar to our proposal, as
discussed below.

variations [13], [14], [15], [16]. The main disadvantage of such

approaches is that the cloud paradigm demands a high and

constant network communication band. This occurs because

cloud data centers are typically far away from the end-users,

thus requiring the transport of large amounts of data in the

network. One characteristic of ITSs is that the gathered data is

spatially correlated [17] and relevant to certain geographical

regions, therefore sending all the data to a centralized place

In [6], the authors proposed a system for predicting, detect

ing and controlling congestion. The system uses a centralized

approach to gather information about vehicular traffic in real
time (position, speed and direction). The information collected

is used to detect or to predict a traffic jam. After the detection
or prediction of a congestion, the system has a congestion

control mechanism, where vehicles approaching congested

areas are re-routed to alternative paths. The system employs

three strategies for re-routing the vehicles. The first is called
Dynamic Shortest Path (DSP), which re-routes vehicles through

the shortest alternative path. The second strategy is the Random

k Shortest Paths (RkSP), which selects k shortest path routes

and assign, at random, one of them to the vehicle. Finally, the
strategy Entropy Balanced

demand for computational resources of ITSs, some solutions

attempted to integrate VANETs with cloud computing and its

k Shortest Paths (EbkSP) extends the

RkSP strategy by using a smart mechanism for route selection,

is unnecessary. On the other hand, aggregating and processing

correlated data locally is more effective. Due to these factors,

we propose an architecture based on FOG computing [10].
III.

FOX: FAST OFFSET XPATH

FOX: Fast Offset Xpath is a route management mechanism

where RSUs and sensors form computing FOGs, putting both
computing and data closer to where they are required. In

this way, FOX geographically distribute the processes of data

collection, processing and system response, making them closer

to vehicles, which decreases the costs of communication on

the whole network and the system response time.

FOX divides the city into regions, where each region

corresponds to a computing FOG, which are independent of

k paths has on the

each other. A FOG is composed of a single RSU equipped with

In [7], the authors propose EcoTrec, a distributed algorithm

the cOlrununication coverage of its RSU. In this way, each FOG

which considers the impact that each of the
future density of the road.

processing, storage and wireless communication, sensors and

vehicles. The size of the region defined by a FOG corresponds to

for re-routing vehicles based on V 2V communications. EcoTrec

is responsible for detecting and controlling congestion within

conditions to enhance traffic efficiency and to reduce CO2

knowledge only about the part of the city (roads, topology,

periodically disseminates its route and its fuel consumption.

coverage of its RSU. For each FOG, there is also an Area of

each vehicle. If necessary, new routes are suggested for vehicles

mechanism has knowledge (roads and its conditions) to make

makes use of features of the highway network and traffic

emissions and fuel consumption. In this algorithm, each vehicle

Then, this information is used to compute the best routes for
with lower fuel consumption and C02 emissions.

It is important to highlight that these solutions lacks some

features compared to FOX. In the work of [6] , all the re

routing is done centrally, by a single RSU responsible for

communicating and calculating alternative routes for all vehicles.
This typically causes a high traffic band in the network and

longer time for the calculation of alternative paths when the

road network is large. On the other hand, in the work of [7] ,
re-routing is done in a distributed way, where each vehicle

its radio coverage. Notice, however, that a FOG possesses direct
level of congestion, etc) that encompasses the communication

Interest (AoI). AoI is the region of the map where the FOX

re-routing of a vehicle that is inside of its RSU coverage. The

AoI has at least the size of the RSU coverage. In order to

retrieve knowledge about roads that are under the responsibility

of another FOG, one FOG can communicate directly with

other FOG and request the desired information. Each FOG can

independently and dynamically set the AoI size according to
the time of day and the density of its region, thus improving
the outcome of the solution and the load balancing.

Figure 1 illustrates the FOX management mechanism.

calculates its own alternative route. However, since vehicles

For instance, in the upper right we can see a FOG and its

local neighborhood, many vehicles may calculate the same

and its AoI in green. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we

do not have full knowledge of the whole network, only their

corresponding RSU in blue, its communication radius in blue

alternative routes, resulting in new traffic jams. Furthermore, a

will use the area of the FOG as a circle centered at the position

compromising system scalability.

the communication radius of the RSU. In addition, the proposed

large number of messages is exchanged among vehicles, thus
With this issues in mind, our solution proposes the use of

a distributed FOG approach relying on several RSUs. In this

way, the time for the calculation of alternative routes becomes
much smaller when compared to [6] , for instance, because

each RSU is responsible only for the re-routing of vehicles

located in its coverage area. Moreover, by using a distributed
re-routing approach, the problems found in [7] are eliminated

because each fog has knowledge of a region of the map, thus

avoiding the assigment of the same route to several vehicles in
its region. Due to the amount of generated data and the high

of its correspondent RSU and the radius of the circle equal to

system is composed of a congestion control mechanism, which
makes the re-routing of all vehicles periodically in order to

avoid traffic through congested areas. This control system

is also part of the functionality of the FOG. FOX can be

configured with parameters such as routing interval, number of

alternatives routes K and AoI according to certain conditions

of the scenario, such as time of day (rush hours or quiet hours)

and density, but it is out of the scope of this paper.

Other details of the mechanism are explained in the follow

ing subsections. The system can be divided into three stages,
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C. Detection and Control of Congestion
With the information reported by vehicles and other RSUs,

each FOG identifies the characteristics of the region of its AoI.

Therefore, in possession of these characteristics, each FOG
creates a graph

G

=

(V, E),

so that

V

is the set of crossovers

within the range of its AoI (representing the vertices) and the
set of roads connecting the intersections

edges). Each road (edge) of the graph

E

(representing the

G has a weight defined

as one minus the ratio between the average speed at which

vehicles travel on the road and the maximum allowed speed

on it. Notice that the weight is inversely proportional to the

speed at which vehicles travel on the road, so that the closer

the speed of vehicles in relation to the maximum allowed speed
Fig. 1.

FOX: Fast Offset Xpath

is, the lower the weight of the road (edge) is.

The re-routing of vehicles is performed periodically, so that

namely: (i) Distribution of the RSU (FOG); (ii) Collecting and
Transmission of Data to the RSU; (iii) Detection and Control
of Congestion.

A. Distribution of the RSUs

each FOG is responsible for re-routing only vehicles within the

communication radius of its RSU. Therefore, vehicles are re

routed in the range of its AoI (green area in Figure 1). A handoff

between the vehicle and the RSU is not necessary, because

vehicles periodically send information to the FOG. So, if the

FOG is in the routing phase, the vehicles that send information

The proposed mechanism uses some RSUs distributed in

at this time will receive a new route. For that, initially, the

distribution of the RSUs on a map can be made in a variety of

the roads in order to identify which roads are under severe

the environment to accomplish full coverage of the map. The

FOG performs the congestion detection using the weights of

ways. For example, making a relationship between coverage

load. Thereafter, the FOG performs the congestion control by

or the number of roads. Then, it is possible to evaluate the

load on the congested roads. As it can be seen in Figure 1,

of the RSU and either the density of vehicles in the region

re-routing vehicles to alternative roads, thus decreasing the

trade-off between the quality of the response given by the

the re-routing of vehicles (e.g. red car) is made considering its

simplicity, this work uses an homogeneous distribution based on

that is within the AoI of the FOG (point B). In our system, the

solution and response time given to end-users. For the sake of

the communication radius of the RSUs and the map dimensions.
The communication radius of the RSUs has a direct impact

on the monetary cost to perform the RSUs deployment. For

instance, the smaller the c Olmnunication radius is, the greater

is the number of RSUs to ensure the coverage of the entire
map. With more RSUs, communication will be restricted to

smaller areas, thus decreasing the system overhead.
B.

Collecting and Transmission of Data to the RSU
The data collection is made by the RSU of each FOG in

order to acquire information concerning the events that occurred

within their communication radius and also to understand the
behavior of vehicles on the roads in its area. Thus, vehicles

periodically send information (position, speed, current route,

direction and the time spent to move through each road of its
route) to the RSU. The information provided by the vehicles is

sent to the RSU, since both are equipped with communication

current position (point A) until the last road in its current route

metric used to perform the re-routing is the weight previously

described.

During the re-routing step, for each vehicle, the system

calculates a set of

k alternative shortest paths as possible routes
k can be easily adjusted to be better

the vehicle can take, where

adapted to the behavior of the network. From these alternative

routes, a route is probabilistically selected using the Boltzmann

probability distribution [ 20]. This way, the system avoids the

problem in which vehicles with similar routes are re-routed

to the same alternative routes, thus creating new congestion

points (one of the drawbacks of the solution proposed in [7]).

After the selection of the alternative route, the system evaluates

whether the size of this new route is smaller than the value
of the current route plus a percentage set by the user. Several

percentage values have been evaluated in Section IV-C in order
to assess their impact on the overall system performance.

Algorithm 1 describes the main steps of the re-routing

capabilities, such as IEEE 802.l1p [18] or Long Term Evolution

process. The algorithm has as input the set of vehicles within

data processing phase in each RSU. Finally, the information

graph of the AoI created with its own congestion characteristics

intersecting the AoI of the FOG (see Figure 1).

maximum size of the new route (represented in the algorithm

(LTE) technology [ 19]. After the data collection, there is a

generated by the RSU can be transmitted to the other RSUs
The size of the AoI influences the performance of the

solution in two ways: first in its effectiveness, since the greater

the area the more knowledge about the map the RSU will have;
and in its efficiency, because with a smaller area, the faster is

the range of each RSU (represented in the algorithm as
(represented in the algorithm as

as

ACC) and a value

N), the

G), the factor that defines the

K that represents the maximum number

of alternative paths that must be calculated.

The choice of the route between the K smallest routes is

made in such a way that the load of vehicles on the roads

the processing of the congestion control system. The results

is balanced. Each route has a weight that is calculated as the

the FOGs in the proposed system.

with lower weight are most requested, our system uses a set of

presented in Section IV-C show the impact of the AoI size of

sum of the weights of all the roads it contains. As the routes
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Algorithm 1: Detection and control of congestions

//
G //
K //

:

Input

N

1
2

foreach

//

V

E N

OMNeT++ 4. 3'. For the simulation of traffic and mobility of

(area of interest)

vehicles, we employed the SUMO simulator (Simulation of

number of alternate paths

Urban MObility)2. For the calculation of the CO2 emissions

percentage of size of the new route

and fuel consumption, we used the EMIT model integrated in

do

SUMO. EMIT is a simple statistical model for instant emissions

sets of edges that make up the route of vehicles v

route

//

+-

of

vehicle

source

7

lastEdge

//

of CO2 and fuel consumption based on the acceleration

v.getRouteO;

returns the current edge of

6

+-

vehicle

v contained in graph

v to the last edge of the path

+-

For the simulation and evaluation of our system,

G.getLastEdge(route);

vehicle

v

alternativeRoutes

+

G.getKShortestPaths(source, lastEdge,

//

concatenates the

remainder of the old path to the new path and assigns the new path

9

vehicle

newRoute

10

v

+-

boltzmann(alternativeRoutes,

interestEdges, remaningEdges

+

G);

//

=

returns the remainder of the route of the

vehicle

v from

the lastEdge

13

newRoute.add(remaningEdges);

14

v.setRoute(newRoute);

15

I

17
18
20

v.setRoute(newRoute);

end

19

to the Manhattan area in New York City, United States, with
2
an area of 5km . Vehicles travel with randomly chosen routes
and the vehicle density in the area ranges from
2
vehicleslkm during the simulation.

1000 to 1500

and the map dimensions, so that the larger the communication

radius is, the smaller the amount of RSU used to accomplish

full coverage of the map is. In our assessment, different
configurations of the radius size of the AoI have been tested

in the FOX to assess the impact of these changes.

When the simulation reaches a steady state, the mechanism

FOX starts the re-routing of vehicles in order to minimize

end
else

16

95%. We used a realistic scenario

As described earlier, the distribution of the RSU is homoge

if routeSizeRelation(newRoute, interestEdges, ACC)
then
if lastEdge! route.getDestinationO then

12

with a confidence interval of

neous and it is based on the size of the conununication radius

route.split(lastEdge);
II

33 simulation

repetitions were carried out and the results present the values

obtained from OpenStreetMap4. The map chosen corresponds

K);

selects a path from the set of alternate paths,

to

and speed of vehicles, which is derived from the formula

HBEFA3 - Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport.

G

v.getPositionO;

calculates the k shortest paths of the source point to lastEdge
for

8

The simulations were performed using the network simulator

vehicles within the radius of each RSU

Graph created by each FOG

ACe / /

3
4

Set of

A. Methodology

congestion already in place. Thus, different parameters values

are varied to analyze the best combination among them.

end
and

end

The re-routing intervals were tested, being them

150, 300
600 seconds. For the re-routing of vehicles, our algorithm

has a parameter K

-

routes that determines the number of

alternative paths provided, hence we evaluated the values
smallest routes Rj in order to decrease the probability of always

choosing the same route, thus balancing the load between the

roads. Decision rules to choose the new route are found in [21].
After the route is chosen, it is verified whether the route

can be accepted. This is done by checking if the new route size
plus a percentage factor

ACC is shorter than the size of the

old route (line 11). If false, the current route is not modified

and this step ends. If true, the system checks whether the last

edge of the calculated alternative route is the final destination
of vehicle

v

(Line 12). If this condition is not satisfied, the new

alternative route is concatenated to the remainder of the original

route that lies outside the AoI of the FOG that performed the

re-routing of

v

(Lines 13-14).

IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents the methodology used to evaluate

the proposed solution, as well as the main results of FOX.

Section IV-A discusses the simulation tools and the simulation

scenario used in our assessment. Section IV-B presents the re
sults obtained by the FOX mechanism and the comparison with

the traditional approach (no routing - NR), where vehicles have

no interaction with any system that provides re-routing, and two
related approaches: DSP and RKSP [6]. In Section IV-C, we

analyze FOX's performance by studying two system parameters:
the size of the AoI and re-routing time interval.

and

3
5. For the route size factor, which determines how much

bigger (in percent) the new route can be when compared to the
old one, we evaluated the values

25%, 50%, 75% and 100%

(always accept). It was also varied the amount of vehicles that

accepts the alternative route

(ACC) by considering 25%, 50%,
75% and 100% for simulate users that not accept the route

for any other reason. The radius of the Area of Interest (AoI)
for RSU, we evaluated

1000m, 2000m, 4000m. FOX can set

dynamically theses values such according to the day time and

the region density.

Finally, for the validation of our system, the following

metrics were evaluated: Traveled Time: the average travel time

from the starting point to the destination of all vehicles; Stopped

time: average time spent stuck in traffic jams for all vehicles;
Average speed: average speed of all vehicles; Traveled distance:
average distance that all vehicles traveled; Fuel consumption:
average fuel consumption of all vehicles to traverse the whole
route; CO2 emission: average CO2 emissions for all vehicles
during their journey.

B. FOX Mechanism versus Literature Approaches

The routing solutions FOX, DSP, RkSP [6] need to pre

configure the routing interval. Tests with different re-routing
1 http://www.omnetpp.org
2http://www.sumo.dlr.de
3http://www.hbefa.net
4http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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intervals were performed and the best routing interval obtained

was

150 seconds. The parameter k was also studied and k

=

3

produced the best results for the algorithms FOX and RKSP.

The value

k

=

5 presented the worst results since it led to longer

(worse) paths, thus directly affecting the solutions. Results only
2
show the density of 1500 vehicles/K m , because such density
causes severe congestion, demanding more work from the all

solutions.

Figure 2 shows the percentage increase or decrease of all

metrics for all protocols in relation to the baseline solution

(no re-routing) when varying the percentage of vehicles that

accepts to be re-routed (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%). As we can

see in Figure 2(a), when 25% of the vehicles are re-routed, DSP

and RKSP present an increase of about 20% in the average

speed when compared to the baseline solution, while for FOX
such increase is about 13%. This means that DSP and RKSP

are handling traffic jams more efficiently than FOX under this
configuration. However, when at least 50% of vehicles are

re-routed, the increase of the average speed for both DSP and

RKSP when compared to the baseline solution starts to decay

(12% when 100% of vehicles are re-routed), while for FOX it

is rather constant, at about 16 %. This result shows that FOX
is more efficient in handling traffic jams when a high number
of vehicles are re-routed.

A similar behavior can be observed when we look to

the travel time (Figure 2(b)). When 25% of vehicles are re
routed, all protocols reduce the travel time in about 25%

when compared to the baseline solution. However, when more
vehicles are re-routed (at least 25%), FOX is the solution that

induces the highest decrease in the travel time. This result shows

that in FOX, vehicles are being re-routed through alternative

routes that are faster than the routes selected by DSP and RKSP.
This fact is corroborated by the result shown in Figure 2(c),

which shows the reduction in the time that vehicles remain

stopped at traffic jams. As we can see, when 100% of the

Fig. 2.

Simulation results.

vehicles are re-routed, FOX reduces the stopped time in about

58%, while for DSP and RKSP this reduction is about 50%

and 45%, respectively.

When considering the length of the alternative routes

provided by the solutions (Figure 2(d)), we can see that all

solutions suggest to vehicles alternative routes that are longer

than the original ones. Notice, however, that in FOX, alternative
routes are not 10% longer than the original ones, while in DSP

C. Evaluation of FOX with Different Configurations
We now vary the parameters Ao! and re-routing interval

for the FOX mechanism, as shown in Figure 3. As we can

see, the performance of the FOX mechanism improves with

the growth of the radius of the Ao!. This occurs because a

and RKSP, alternative routes can be 15% and 30% longer,

great Ao! implies more knowledge about the map (e.g. more

employs a parameter that controls how much longer alternative

a more effective alternate route.

respectively. This results can be explained by the fact that FOX

routes can be.

Finally, figures 2(e) and 2(t) show the reduction in fuel

consumption and CO2 emissions when compared to the baseline

solution. As we can see, independently of the number of

vehicles re-routed, FOX reduces fuel consumption and CO2

emissions in about 10%. An interesting fact in these results

is that when at least 75% of vehicles are re-routed, the fuel

consumption and CO2 emissions for DSP and RKSP actually

increase. This is strictly related to the longer alternative routes

provided by these solutions, as shown in the previous result. In

roads and its traffic conditions), thus it is possible to calculate

Moreover, a shorter routing interval is more efficient when

the Ao! is greater. When the Ao! is small, the use of a constant
re-routing interval implies in many best local routes being

chosen, however they can be far from the best global solution,

as shown in Figure 3(a). Using

150 seconds for the re-routing
interval and the Ao! with radius of 1000 m, there was a 1% of
improvement. For an Aol with radius 4000 m, FOX presented

an improvement of about

18%. A long re-routing interval time

is not effective under larger AoJ, because the route calculated

may possess a road that will become congested before the next

sUlmnary, these results show that when at least 75% of vehicles

re-routing cycle. This fact can be observed in Figure 3(d), where

to handle traffic jams when compared to the other solutions.

interval of

are re-routed, the FOX re-routing mechanism is better suited

the fuel consumption has the best results when considering an

150 seconds, leading to a reduction of about 14%.
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Fig. 3.

Evaluation of the area of interest by routing on FOX.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed FOX, a mechanism that employs

FOG computing concepts in the design of an ITS to detect and
to control congestion in urban centers. Therefore, FOX benefits

from the advantages provided by the FOG paradigm, such

as approximation of computer resources to end-users, which

decreases the system response time and bandwidth usage. The
focus of our proposed ITS solution is to reduce the travel

time, fuel consumption, and C02 emissions. Simulation results
show that the proposed system significantly reduces the these

metrics. For instance, FOX was able to reduce the travel time by
approximately

the stop time presented a reduction of about

proposed mechanism by appending two new layers, the Cloud

interaction and the Dynamic FOG. The Cloud will store the

historical information about the scenario, processing a long-term
congestion prediction and analysis of urban computing data that

will be used in the prediction. The architecture will also be able

to provide other ITS services, such as distribution of contents.
The Dynamic FOG will be formed by a set of vehicles that

are geographically close. Finally, we intend to propose a new

method to classify the level of congestion of vehicles on roads
and regions, using the current system information as well as

data coming from the urban computation, thus providing more

precision in the data to be used by the routing algorithm.
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